
COMIC SEX AND ‘FRAGMENTARY THINKING’:
DAMOXENUS, FR. 3 PCG

ABSTRACT

Our extant texts never give a fully comprehensive or representative impression of classical
literature. Fragments are valuable because they tell—or hint at—a different story.
They represent vestigial traces of a counterfactual alternative version of literary history,
and they offer tantalizing glimpses of voices or varieties of human experience that were
(accidentally or deliberately) excluded from the classical canon. To ‘think fragmentarily’
is to think beyond the canon and to question traditionally dominant modes of thought.
This article uses a neglected fragment of Damoxenus (fr. 3 PCG) as a case study for
‘fragmentary thinking’. This extraordinary fragment reveals that Damoxenus’ comedy
dramatized a homosexual love story, in sharp contrast to the familiar heteronormative
marriage plots of Menander and other Greek and Roman comic playwrights. Careful
examination of a single fragment can prompt us to re-examine conventional scholarly
narratives of sexuality in New Comedy.
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Fragmentary ancient texts are worth studying for many reasons, not least because they
can compel us to re-examine what we think we know about classical literature.
No matter what literary genre may be under discussion, the extant works represent
only a tiny fraction of what once existed, and it would be unwise to treat them as typical.
These surviving texts were preserved and transmitted for a variety of reasons, but they
were not deliberately selected to provide a representative cross-section.1 Therefore,
fragments always deserve careful scrutiny. By nature they are lacunose, evasive and
frustrating. They leave us with many unanswered questions, and they tend to rule out
definitive interpretations or clear conclusions. None the less, they can prevent us
from reaching the wrong conclusions and instead encourage us to foster a more sceptical
or open-minded attitude. They are valuable precisely because they make us question
received wisdom, challenge unexamined preconceptions, and discourage overconfident
generalizations. In their messiness and intractability fragments inevitably disrupt
neat-and-tidy accounts of literary history.2

The sort of methodological approach that I have just outlined might be characterized
as ‘fragmentary thinking’ or ‘thinking fragmentarily’, to adopt the language of a
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1 On the question of exactly what proportion of ancient texts has been lost, see now R. Netz, Space,
Scale and Canon in Ancient Literary Culture (Cambridge, 2020), especially 11–95, 527–624.

2 Recent methodological discussions of the use of fragments in literary history (with particular
reference to ancient dramatic genres) include S. Chronopoulos and C. Orth (edd.), Fragmente einer
Geschichte der griechischen Komödie / Fragmentary History of Greek Comedy (Heidelberg, 2015);
M. Wright, The Lost Plays of Greek Tragedy, Vol. 1: Neglected Authors (London, 2016), especially
ix–xxvi; A. Lamari, F. Montanari and A. Novokhatko (edd.), Fragmentation in Ancient Greek Drama
(Berlin and Boston, 2020).
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provocative recent discussion by Hannah Čulik-Baird.3 To ‘think fragmentarily’ is
defined as the project of questioning mainstream narratives and challenging dominant
ideas. In Čulik-Baird’s words, ‘fragmentary thinking’ is an alternative to ‘canonical
thinking’, in that it ‘moves us away from the acceptance of canons as natural or neutral
by allowing small details to carry as much weight as large structures’. She also argues,
more radically, that ‘fragmentary thinking’ can have bigger consequences for Classical
studies as a discipline, especially at a time when many of us are engaging in debates
about ‘decolonizing the curriculum’ or asking what it means to study ‘Classics’ in
the twenty-first century. ‘In theory’, Čulik-Baird asserts, ‘the fragment should, by its
very nature, stand for alterity, heterodoxy, “otherness”.’ In other words, we are not
just dealing with narrowly literary concerns: there is potentially a great deal more at
stake here, in intellectual, symbolic and ideological terms. Where do our ideas about
the ancient world come from? How did ‘classic’ or ‘canonical’ texts and ideas come
to acquire such value? How and why did the ‘non-canonical’ come to be devalued,
neglected or suppressed? What types of human experience have been privileged or
excluded along the way? To what extent are our own views of ‘Classics’ shaped by
personal status, sexuality, gender, race, social hierarchies or contests in power? What
does it mean to be a Classicist? ‘Fragmentary thinking’ may suggest ways of responding
to these questions and challenging deeply entrenched modes of thought and behaviour.

While I generally accept and welcome Čulik-Baird’s argument, it is not my intention
here to engage with all of its aspects or broader political implications.4 What I aim to do
in this article is to demonstrate some of the benefits of ‘fragmentary thinking’ by
applying it to one particular topic of interest: sex in Greek comedy. I want to narrow
the focus down to a single fragment—Damoxenus, fr. 3 PCG—but I argue that this
small piece of evidence compels us to ask some big questions. The problem for literary
historians is that this fragment constitutes an inconvenient piece of evidence that does
not fit the mainstream narrative. That is, it does not match up with the widely accepted
view of New Comedy and its supposedly normative attitude to sexuality and human
relationships. I suspect that it is for precisely this reason that it has been almost totally
ignored.5

This intriguing fragment comes from one of the comic genre’s most obscure
practitioners. We are told by the Suda that Damoxenus was an Athenian comic poet
(though the spelling of his name suggests a non-Attic origin), and we know from
epigraphic evidence that he won at least one first prize in the Dionysia, at some point
during the early third century B.C.E., but otherwise Damoxenus has left little trace on
the historical record.6 Almost all our information about his work comes from

3 H. Čulik-Baird, ‘The fragment and the future’, https://opietasanimi.com/2020/11/23/
the-fragment-and-the-future-swansea-lecture-23rd-nov-2020-audio-text/ (URL checked 18 August
2021).

4 That would require a whole book. Certain aspects of the argument have been confronted elsewhere:
see (e.g.) J.I. Porter (ed.), Classical Pasts: The Classical Traditions of Greece and Rome (Princeton,
2006); The Postclassicisms Collective, Postclassicisms (Chicago, 2019).

5 See, however, S.D. Olson (ed.), Broken Laughter: Select Fragments of Greek Comedy (Oxford,
2007), 355, 367–9, 464 for text, translation and brief commentary.

6 Suda δ 50 Adler (test. I PCG); IG II2 2325 (col. V, line 75): the date of the victory was evidently
not long after 291/0 B.C.E., and the name Damoxenus appears in between Philemon and Phoenicides:
B. Millis and S.D. Olson, Inscriptional Records for the Dramatic Festivals in Athens (Leiden, 2012),
165, 169; H.-G. Nesselrath, Der Neue Pauly, s.v. ‘Damoxenos’. For fragments and testimonia of
Damoxenus, see R. Kassel and C. Austin (edd.), Poetae Comici Graeci, vol. V (Berlin and
New York, 1986), 1–7. All comic fragments in this article are cited using their text and numeration.
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Athenaeus, who preserves the titles of two of his comedies—Hauton Penthôn (‘The
Self-Mourner’) and Syntrophoi (‘The Foster-Brothers’)—and quotes an extract from
each of them. The second of these, a 68-verse portion of dialogue featuring an unusually
philosophical cook, has been widely discussed both for its parody of Epicurean
doctrines and for its culinary humour.7 These titles and fragments are valuable and
interesting, but (as far as we are able to judge) they both seem entirely ordinary
and unremarkable, in the sense that they give us exactly what we would expect from
a ‘normal’ New Comedy.8

What concerns us here is a further extract (fr. 3) quoted by Athenaeus from an
unidentified play:

νεανίας τις ἐσφαίριζεν εἷς
ἐτῶν ἴσως <…> ἑπτακαίδεκα,
Κῶιος⋅ θεοὺς γὰρ φαίνεθ’ ἡ νῆσος φέρειν.
ὃς ἐπεί ποτ’ ἐμβλέψειε τοῖς καθημένοις,
ἢ λαμβάνων τὴν σφαῖραν ἢ διδούς, ἅμα 5
πάντες ἐβοῶμεν <…>
ἡ δ’ εὐρυθμία τό τ’ ἦθος ἡ τάξις θ’ ὅση
ἐν τῶι τι πράττειν ἢ λέγειν ἐφαίνετο.
πέρας ἐστὶ κάλλους, ἄνδρες. οὔτ’ ἀκήκοα
ἔμπροσθεν οὔθ’ ἑόρακα τοιαύτην χάριν. 10
κακὸν ἄν τι μεῖζον ἔλαβον, εἰ πλείω χρόνον
ἔμεινα⋅ καὶ νῦν δ’ οὐχ ὑγιαίνειν μοι δοκῶ.

There was one young man in particular playing with a ball … he was seventeen years old,
maybe, and he was a Coan—the island of Cos is the birthplace of gods, so it seems!
Whenever this young man cast a glance in our direction where we were sitting, as he caught
the ball or passed it to another player, we all cried out loud … Oh, the grace with which he
moved! And his bearing! And his general disposition, how well it came across in all that he
did or said! Gentlemen, he is the absolute apex of beauty! Never before have I seen or heard
of such loveliness. If I had remained there a second longer, I would have got myself into
even more trouble. Even as it is, I don’t feel quite well.

Athenaeus supplies no framing material or any other information about the dramatic
context of the fragment: he merely quotes it, without comment, in a section of the
Deipnosophistai concerned with different types of ball games. The scenario seems to
have taken place at the gymnasium, and the speaker is clearly an older man recounting
how he and other men sat watching the younger men as they exercised in the open air.9

Athenaeus ostensibly quotes the passage, alongside several other comic quotations, as
an illustration of the importance of graceful movement (εὐρυθμία) in ball games; but

7 Damoxenus, Syntrophoi fr. 2 (Ath. Deipn. 3.101f–103b). See (e.g.) H.-G. Nesselrath, Die attische
mittlere Komödie (Berlin, 1990), 297; J.M. Wilkins, The Boastful Chef: The Discourse of Food in
Ancient Greek Comedy (Oxford, 2000), 403–5; A.M. Belardinelli, ‘Filosofia e scienza nella commedia
nuova’, SemRom 11 (2008), 77–106; J. Rusten (ed.), The Birth of Comedy (Baltimore, 2011), 695–7.

8 Note the similarity between these titles and other Greek and Roman New Comedies, e.g.
Menander’s Hauton Penthôn and Hauton Timoroumenos (‘The Self-Tormentor’, basis for
Terence’s comedy of the same title), Antiphanes’ Hauton Erôn (‘The Self-Lover’); Alexis’,
Diphilus’ and Posidippus’ Syntrophoi.

9 Although the speaker’s gender is not stated, and the masculine plural forms (τοῖς καθημένοις,
πάντες ἐβοῶμεν, 4–6) could theoretically imply a group of mixed gender, the context shows that
this is a man addressing a group of other men (ἄνδρες, 9) in a familiar/intimate tone: Olson (n. 5),
367–8. A scenario in which a woman talked to men about her own sexual feelings would be
unparalleled: A. Blanchard, La comédie de Ménandre (Paris, 2007), 71–8 emphasizes that female
desire is absent from Greek comedy after the fifth century.
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the Damoxenus fragment stands out because here the game itself is obviously not the
only or the main source of interest (either from the speaker’s point of view or from
our own).10

What we are looking at here is unmistakably a description of love at first sight. In
many respects its sentiments and language follow familiar, conventional patterns.
Underlying the whole mise-en-scène seems to be the metaphor, familiar from archaic
Greek lyric poetry, of love as a sort of game or sport: the eroticized ball game is
especially reminiscent of the world of Anacreon.11 Other specific details here—the
emphasis on the gaze of the desiring subject;12 the idealization of physical perfection;13

the crucial importance of eye-contact as a conduit of emotion, together with the idea that
a single glimpse of the beloved is enough to effect a miraculous transformation on the
lover’s heart and mind;14 the power of beauty to make a man cry out loud as an
involuntary reflex reaction;15 the notion that the peak of beauty occurs around the
age of sixteen or seventeen;16 the uncontrollable or divine onslaught of passion;17 the
‘illusion-breaking’ appeal to the audience to share or confirm the lover’s own
reactions;18 the image of love as a sort of illness or madness19—all these
features find parallels elsewhere in comedy and other types of literature.20 Greek and
Roman New Comedy in particular is full of such descriptions, to such an extent that
they can be regarded as generic formulas or clichés.21 The speaker in the fragment is

10 Ath. Deipn. 1.15b; the passage is cited with other fragments featuring ball games (including
Antiphanes’ frr. 231 and 278), but unlike the Damoxenus fragment these do not have explicitly erotic
connotations.

11 Cf. especially Anac. fr. 358.1–2 Bernsdorff (σφαίρηι δηὖτέ με πορφυρῆι | βάλλων χρυσοκόμης
Ἔρως); cf. frr. 346, 396, 398; Alcm. fr. 58 PMGF, R. Nünlist, Poetologische Bildersprache in der
frühgriechischen Dichtung (Stuttgart, 1998), 142–61.

12 Cf. Men. Sam. 42–3 (συμπαρὼν | ἐγιγνόμην οἶμαι θεατής), Dysc. 44–5, 50–2.
13 Cf. Men. Dysc. 347, 667–8; Alexis, Helen fr. 70; Theophilus, Philaulos fr. 12; Ter. Andr. 296,

Eun. 296–7, 317–18, Ph. 106–8.
14 Cf. Men. Dysc. 44–5, 50–2, 302, Heros 18, Theophoroumenê 30, Kitharistês 93–6, Phasma

40–56 (with test. vi PCG = Donatus on Ter. Eun. 9.3, 1.272 Wessner); Antiphanes, Hydria fr. 210;
Diphilus, Chrysochoos fr. 85; Ter. Eun. 322, Ph. 107–10. This concept was familiar from lyric and
tragedy: cf. Alcm. fr. 3 PMGF; Ibyc. fr. 287; Sappho, fr. 22 Voigt; Licymnius, fr. 771 PMG; Pind.
fr. 123 S.–M.; Soph. Oenomaus fr. 474 Radt; see also Pl. Phdr. 251b for the idea that eros arising
from the emanation of beauty travels through the eyes into the psychē.

15 Cf. Men. Dysc. 191–3 (ὦ Ζεῦ πάτερ … κάλλους ἀμάχου). Contrast Antiphanes’ frr. 277 and
231 (quoted by Ath. Deipn. 1.14f–15a), in which it is the other ballplayers who shout out (as part
of the game), not the onlookers.

16 This was apparently true whether the object of one’s desire was male or female (as in e.g. Plaut.
Cist. 755; Ter. Eun. 318–19, Ph. 1017).

17 Cf. Men. Aspis 288, Dysc. 44 (with A.W. Gomme and F.H. Sandbach [edd.], Menander: A
Commentary [Oxford, 1973], ad loc.); Eubulus, Campylion fr. 40.

18 Cf. Men. Dysc. 194 (ἄνδρε[ς, τί δρῶ; Barrett, ἄνδρε[ς, τέρας Barrigazzi): see E. Handley (ed.),
The Dyskolos of Menander (London, 1965), 165.

19 Cf. Men. Heros 18–19, fr. 200; Alexis, Phaedra fr. 247; cf. Plaut. Cist. 74; Ter. Andr. 193, 559,
Eun. 225, 293, 305–6, HT 98–100, Ph. 822; see also R. Maltby (ed.), Terence: Phormio (Warminster,
2012), 193; K.J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality in the Time of Plato and Aristotle (Oxford, 1974),
210–11.

20 See D. Konstan, Sexual Symmetry: Love in the Ancient Novel and Related Genres (Princeton,
1994), 141–50 on the many points of contact between New Comedy (in general) and other literary
forms, including the novel. For a suggestive parallel to Damoxenus’ fr. 3 (in particular), cf. Theoc.
Id. 2.76–98 (Simaetha glimpses the beautiful Delphis emerging from the gymnasium and falls in
love): see N.J. Hopkinson (ed.), A Hellenistic Anthology (Cambridge, 20202), 172–3.

21 See P.G.McC. Brown, ‘Love and marriage in Greek New Comedy’, CQ 43 (1993),
189–205. P. Walcot, ‘Romantic love and true love: Greek attitudes to marriage’, AncSoc 18
(1987), 5–33 (especially 5–9, 26–7); W.S. Anderson, ‘Love plots in Menander and his Roman
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describing his feelings in precisely the same sort of way as other lovestruck men in
comedy do—except in one respect. In every other attested work of New Comedy the
beautiful young object of desire is female, not male.

It is this crucial factor that makes Damoxenus’ fr. 3 seem extraordinary. While it
would not be at all surprising to encounter homoerotic content in any other genre of
Greek literature (including works from roughly the same contemporary context, such
as the Platonic dialogues, the Idylls of Theocritus, Hellenistic epigram, and so on), it
is a big surprise to encounter this sort of scenario in a comedy of the third century.
There is nothing quite like this fragment elsewhere in the surviving remains of New
Comedy.

Almost all of our other available information about New Comedy—including the
surviving plays and fragments of later Greek comedy and their Roman adaptations—
would seem to suggest that these plays all conform to a single fixed generic
master-narrative.22 ‘What New Comedy does’, in Lowe’s words, ‘is to propose a
universe that is overwhelmingly systemic: a world in which individual relationships
are apprehended as part of a collective process governed by precise and inviolate
rules of play.’ As we read in numerous scholarly accounts of the genre, the material
that survives invariably conforms to the same basic pattern, viz. the playing-out of a
heteronormative marriage plot.23 The ‘rules of the game’ permit only heterosexual
relationships, and the optimum outcome is the marriage of a citizen woman to a citizen
man, accompanied by the birth (or retroactive legitimation) of citizen offspring.
Mistresses are (sometimes) tolerated; boyfriends are not.

Time after time, as our standard textbooks remind us, the love-stories dramatized in
New Comedy are not purely or primarily about love (whether we are talking about erotic
passion or romantic love).24 Because of the plays’ relentless focus on marriage,
respectability, the financial stability of the household, and the institution of citizenship,
we have come to understand the characters’ relationships not as private concerns but
rather as a codified expression of civic identity. Gender roles, sex and emotions are
seen as fundamentally ideological, politicized phenomena.25 In this stylized comic uni-
verse, sexuality is—apparently—synonymous with heterosexuality. In such a context it
is easy to understand why other types of sexual desire and other types of relationship
might be downplayed or written out of the narrative altogether.26 As Dover put it,

adapters’, Ramus 13 (1984), 124–34; S.L. James, ‘Gender and sexuality in Terence’, in
A. Augoustakis and A. Traill (edd.), A Companion to Terence (Malden, MA and Oxford, 2013),
175–94. Cf. R. Cameranesi, ‘L’attrazione sessuale nella commedia attica antica’, QUCC 26 (1987),
37–47 for related conventions in fifth-century comedy.

22 N. Lowe, The Classical Plot and the Invention of Western Narrative (Cambridge, 2000), 188–237
(quotation from 191).

23 e.g. V.J. Rosivach, When A Young Man Falls in Love (London, 1998), 1–12; Blanchard (n. 9),
71–8; S. Ireland, ‘New Comedy’, in G. Dobrov (ed.), Brill’s Companion to the Study of Greek
Comedy (Leiden, 2010), 333–96, at 368–72; H.-D. Blume, ‘Money and love in Menandrian comedy’,
in A.H. Sommerstein (ed.), Menander in Contexts (London, 2013), 3–10 (referring to ‘middle-class
love stories’); cf. also the works cited in n. 21 above.

24 On this important distinction, see Brown (n. 21) and Walcot (n. 21).
25 K. Treu, ‘Menanders Menschen als Polisbürger’, Philologus 125 (1981), 211–14; D. Konstan,

Greek Comedy and Ideology (Oxford and New York, 1995), especially 93–106; S. Lape,
Reproducing Athens: Menander’s Comedy, Democratic Culture, and the Hellenistic City
(Princeton, 2004).

26 On the increasing ‘anxiety’ surrounding pederasty in fourth-century Athens (with reference to
lawsuits and philosophy but with implications for comedy), cf. D. Cohen, ‘Law, homosexuality
and society in classical Athens’, P&P 117 (1987), 3–21.
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‘the reader who turns from Plato to Comedy is struck not only by the consistent comic
reduction of homosexual eros to the coarsest physical terms but also by its displacement
from the centre to the periphery of sexual life; for comedy is fundamentally
heterosexual.’27

These aspects of Menander’s comedy were already explicitly noted by Plutarch, who
praised it for what he perceived as its supreme respectability and decorum:28

ἔχει δὲ καὶ τὰ ἐρωτικὰ παρ’ αὐτῶι καιρὸν πεπωκόσιν ἀνθρώποις καὶ ἀναπαυσομένοις μετὰ
μικρὸν ἀπιοῦσι παρὰ τὰς ἑαυτῶν γυναῖκας⋅ οὔτε γὰρ παιδὸς ἔρως ἄρρενός ἐστιν ἐν
τοσούτοις δράμασιν, αἵ τε φθοραὶ τῶν παρθένων εἰς γάμον ἐπιεικῶς καταστρέφουσιν.

Even the erotic content in Menander’s works is appropriate for men who have finished drinking
at the symposium and will shortly be going back to their wives; for never in these plays, for all
their great number, do we find any male character in love with a boy, and even rapes of young
women end up respectably in marriage.

Whether this is (in effect) an assessment of New Comedy as a whole or just Menander in
particular is hard to judge. By insisting that Menander never featured on stage a man in
love with a boy, is Plutarch implying that by contrast other Greek comedians of the
period sometimes did? Perhaps so: the passage above could certainly be interpreted
in that way. But at any rate it is clear that Menander’s influence on later comedy and
audience taste was formative and far-reaching.29 Even though we know that the
Roman comic playwrights used other Greek authors as their models (including
Philemon, Diphilus, Apollodorus and others), there is no sign that they ever chose
plays with a significantly different type of plot-line. By sticking closely to the
Menandrian formula of the heterosexual marriage plot, the Roman comic playwrights
succeeded in establishing it as the norm. If there ever were any fourth- and third-century
Greek comedies that diverged from this familiar pattern, almost no trace of them has
survived.

But this is not to say that homosexuality was never mentioned at all in New Comedy.
It is possible to cite a small number of passages from later Greek comedy
(including so-called ‘Middle’ Comedy) which allude to men’s love for other men or
boys. What is striking about such allusions—and what differentiates them from
Damoxenus’ fr. 3—is that almost all of them are obviously hostile or contemptuous
(to a variable degree). They take the form of conventional ‘buggery’ jibes which
make fun of the passive partner in sexual intercourse, or of references to perceived
effeminacy, or of ribald jokes based on the assumption that any man deprived of sex
with a woman for a long time will eventually resort to masturbation or anal sex with
another man for want of a better alternative. Such jokes are discussed and analysed at
length by Dover: widespread throughout Old Comedy, they are much less well attested

27 K.J. Dover, Greek Homosexuality (London, 1978), 148 (my italics). Cf. E. Segal, The Death of
Comedy (Oxford and New York, 2001), 162: ‘Whether it be a sacred marriage to the shouts of phallic
abuse, or the prim and proper atmosphere of “nice” bourgeois Athens, comedy remains at its epicenter
a fertility rite.’

28 Plut. Quaest. conv. 712B–C; cf. 712D (on Menander’s morally improving influence) and Comp.
Arist. et Men. 853A–C (on Menander’s decorum).

29 S. Nervegna, Menander in Antiquity: The Contexts of Reception (Cambridge, 2013), especially
11–62.
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thereafter.30 From the fourth century and later Dover cites only Eubulus’ fr. 118, which
describes the sexual frustration of the Greek heroes after ten years’ fighting at Troy
without the consolations of hetairai:31

ἑαυτοὺς δ’ ἔδεφον ἐνιαυτοὺς δέκα⋅
πικρὰν στρατείαν δ’ εἶδον, οἵτινες πόλιν
μίαν λαβόντες εὐρυπρωκτότεροι πολὺ
τῆς πόλεος ἀπεχώρησαν ἧς εἷλον τότε.

They had to toss themselves off for ten years! They certainly saw some action, but it was
painful: they managed to capture one city, but when they went back home their arses were
much wider than the gates of the city that they took!

Additional comparable passages include Diphilus, Theseus fr. 49 (in which three Samian
prostitutes attending the Adonia laugh as they imagine the groans of a sodomized
blacksmith); Menander, Dyskolos 891–2 (in which Sikon uses double entendre to
imply that the cook has been trying to bugger him);32 Menander, Sikyonios 264–6
(in which Moschion is mocked for his smooth, beardless appearance and insulted as a
‘bugger’—λάσταυρος, a rare Menandrian obscenity);33 Anaxandrides, Odysseus fr.
35.9 (from which we learn that anyone caught gazing at beautiful young men might
earn the obscurely mocking nickname Καινὸς Θεατροποιός, ‘New Theatre-Maker’);34
Alexis, Hypnos fr. 244 (a passing reference to a male prostitute who worries about bad
breath when kissing his erastês);35 Alexis, Carthaginian fr. 106 (the use of the uncommon
word βακήλος, ‘eunuch’, as an insult directed at dissolute or effeminate men); and
Eubulus, Antiope fr. 10 (which uses the word κόλλοψ as an insulting term in relation
to a certain Callistratus, a politician ‘with a big bottom’ who allegedly goes about
prostituting himself to other men).36

Nevertheless, apart from this handful of coarse witticisms, there are also a few other
small clues suggesting that homosexual love affairs might occasionally have been more
central to the plot of comic drama, or (at least) that they may have been dramatized in a
more nuanced manner. Dover points to the existence of lost comedies such as Diphilus’

30 Dover (n. 27), 135–51; many such passages from Old Comedy are cited, and Dover regards them
as ‘common, cross-cultural joke[s]’. Cf. J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse: Obscene Language in
Attic Comedy (Oxford and New York, 19912), 209–19.

31 Eubulus, fr. 118.5–9; see R. Hunter, Eubulus: The Fragments (Cambridge, 1983), 219–20.
32 ἐγὼ δ’ ἔπασχον ἀρτιώς; See Gomme and Sandbach (n. 17), 270–1 on πάσχω in ‘sensu

obsceno’, comparing Theopompus, FGrHist 115 F 204 (Ath. Deipn. 12.517d) and Aeschin. 1.41
as well as a similar joke, also involving a comic cook, at Plaut. Aul. 280–8. On this last passage,
cf. J.N. Adams, The Latin Sexual Vocabulary (London, 1982), 151. The homosexual ‘marriage’ of
Plaut. Cas. 875–936 (possibly deriving from Diphilus’ Klêroumenoi) provides a comparable scenario;
see also S. Lilja, ‘Homosexuality in Plautus’ plays’, Arctos 16 (1982), 57–60 on other (scarce)
references from Roman comedy, e.g. Plaut. Capt. 867, Pseud. 120, 314, Rud. 1072–6, Poen. 1309,
Truc. 608: only slaves and pimps in Plautus resort to jokes of this sort.

33 See Gomme and Sandbach (n. 17), 658. Cf. seemingly disparaging references to older men who
depilate themselves in Men. Orgê fr. 264; Alexis, fr. 266; and Antiphanes, fr. 120.3–4.

34 Fr. 35 (Ath. Deipn. 6.242e–f) also incorporates other odd Athenian nicknames; on their possible
interpretation, see B. Millis, Anaxandrides (Heidelberg, 2015), 168–9.

35 On the attribution to Alexis, see Ath. Deipn. 15.671 with S.D. Olson (ed.), Athenaeus VI: Books
12–13.594b (Cambridge, MA and London 2010), ad loc.

36 See Hunter (n. 31), 99–101; Henderson (n. 30), 212 (§469), comparing Diphilus’ fr. 43.22 for
the same term. But Dover (n. 27), 143, noting the frequency with which politicians are labelled
καταπύγων (vel sim.) in comedy, doubts whether these terms literally denote passive homosexuality
rather than a general charge of shamelessness or inferiority.
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Pederasts, Eubulus’ Ganymede,37 and Antiphanes’ Ganymede, Thamyras and The
Pederast. These titles are suggestive; unfortunately, the fragments tell us nothing of
relevance. It is impossible to tell exactly how these plays treated their subject matter,
or what attitude was adopted by the mythological titles to their myths in relation to
the contemporary Athenian world. This list might perhaps be extended to include a
couple of titles by Anaxilas: Euandria (‘Male Beauty’38 or simply ‘Manliness’) and
Hyacinthus Pornoboskos (‘Hyacinthus the Pimp’, a title suggesting a crudely sexualized
burlesque of myth).39

We also have a short extract from Amphis’ Dithyramb (fr. 15), in which an
unidentified speaker criticizes a man for claiming, unconvincingly, that he values a
pretty boy’s character more than his body:

τί φήις; σὺ ταυτὶ προσδοκᾶις πείσειν ἐμέ,
ὡς ἔστ’ ἐραστὴς ὅστις ὡραῖον φιλῶν
τρόπων ἐραστής ἐστι, τὴν ὄψιν παρεὶς
σώφρων τ’ ἀληθῶς; οὔτε τοῦτο πείθομαι
οὔθ’ ὡς πένης ἄνθρωπος ἐνοχλῶν πολλάκις
τοῖς εὐποροῦσιν οὐ λαβεῖν τι βούλεται.

What do you mean? Do you really expect to convince me of this—the idea that somewhere out
there is a lover who’s fallen for an attractive lad but is in love with his personality, and ignores
his appearance, and remains in control of himself? Really? I can’t believe that! It’s no more
convincing than the idea that a poor person who keeps bothering the rich doesn’t desire to
get something.

Even though this unnamed erastês is undeniably being mocked, the primary target of the
humour seems not to be homosexuality as such. This passage is considerably more
interesting (and funnier) than the other comic fragments just quoted, because it alludes
to the notion, familiar from contemporary philosophy, that there is more than one type
of love. Specifically it makes fun of ‘Platonic’ love: the idea, famously encountered in
the Socratic dialogues, that the consummation of one’s physical desires is unnecessary,
and that bodily beauty is much less important than the beauty of a person’s soul or other
attributes such as wisdom or aretê.40 Obviously there were many down-to-earth types
(in comedy and in real life) who found it impossible to credit this sort of
high-mindedness, just as there were those who questioned whether Socrates himself
could genuinely possess as much sexual self-control as he professed. But whether or
not there were many fourth-century Athenians practising ‘Platonic’ love in real life,
one would hardly expect any comedian to advocate sexual abstinence in his work.
According to comic logic, anyone who claims not to be interested in sex must be either
lying or deluding himself.

There is—just about—enough material among the plays and fragments to make us
question whether sex in later Greek comedy was exclusively or fundamentally

37 Anaxandrides’ fr. 58 (inc. fab.) also features Ganymede as a speaking character, describing his
life with the gods: Millis (n. 34), 284–5.

38 J.M. Edmonds (ed.), The Fragments of Attic Comedy. Volume II (Leiden, 1959), 334–5 translates
Εὐανδρία as ‘The Manly-Beauty-Match’ and interprets it as a reference to a male beauty contest. Fr. 8
(Ath. Deipn. 6.224a) may refer to the palaestra but is textually corrupt: PCG II.281.

39 Hyacinthus, according to Apollodorus (Bibl. 1.3.3.1), was said to be the first man to indulge in
love for other males (more usually Laïus is identified as such).

40 Pl. Symp. 211c–e, 216c–220b, Prt. 309b–d, Phdr. 250d–e, etc.; J. Davidson, The Greeks and
Greek Love (London, 2007), especially 201–20; cf. Dover (n. 27), 153–70.
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heterosexual in nature. It is also clear that none of these other pieces of evidence exactly
resembles Damoxenus, fr. 3. We have to be cautious when interpreting a short,
decontextualized excerpt of this sort; but apart from its length and level of descriptive
detail, the Damoxenus fragment has four definitely demonstrable features which mark
it out. First, the erastês is not obviously being presented as a ludicrous or contemptible
figure: nothing that he says is self-evidently silly, nor is there any prurient focus on the
physical details of sex (at least, not in the lines that survive). Second, the passage seems
to show a genuine interest in what it actually feels like to experience homosexual desire,
in that it centres on the psychological effects of desire on the lover as well as the
physical characteristics of the beloved. Third, as already observed, this lovestruck
man conveys his feelings using precisely the same sort of language and formulaic
expressions as any other lover in comedy. Fourth, and most telling, in all the other
surviving works and fragments we see the character of the erastês only from the
viewpoint of another person, being lampooned or stigmatized as it might be, often
merely in the form of passing references or incidental jokes. By contrast, Damoxenus
puts the lover on stage and allows him to describe his own desires.

All these features prompt us to ask who this character was and where this speech
came within the plot of the lost play. The shortage of material and the lack of contextual
information make it impossible to know for sure; nevertheless, it is possible, with due
caution, to suggest plausible scenarios into which the fragment might fit. The fact that
his emotions are being presented in this way might suggest that the speaker is one of the
central characters and a major focus of our attention. Could it be that he is the main
character, and that his feelings for the young man are at the heart of the story?
Typically in other New Comedy plot-lines the coup de foudre is the big event that
sets the plot in motion. Glimpsing the beautiful object of desire and falling in love
tends to happen near the start of a play, or to be narrated in a prologue speech or mono-
logue as having taken place before the play begins. Perhaps we are looking at a speaker
in a prologue explaining how he came to fall in love and preparing the audience for a
plot in which the consequences of this passion are played out during the five acts to fol-
low. A close parallel would be provided by Moschion’s prologue speech in Menander’s
Samia, in which Moschion (the main character) explains how he fell for Plangon, the
girl-next-door, and what the consequences were. Moschion’s speech also—as in line
9 of the Damoxenus fragment (ἄνδρες)—makes use of direct address to the spectators,
to increase their level of emotional engagement and empathy with the speaker’s
experiences.41

Even if the fragment does not come from a prologue, and even if the speaker was not
the main character of the play, this erotically charged encounter in the gymnasium must
have had some sort of sequel. Unless we are to imagine that the besotted speaker simply
walked off stage after delivering these lines, never to be mentioned again, something
must have happened next to develop the theme of homosexual love. It seems inevitable
that Damoxenus must have dramatized not just the crucial moment of falling in love but
also the consequences of this type of sexual passion for the speaker and those around
him. But many questions remain. Who exactly was the speaker? What were his age
and social status? Was he an upper-class Athenian citizen? Was he rich or poor? Was
he already married or betrothed? Was homosexual love presented as a viable alternative

41 Men. Sam. 5–6, 13, 19–20, 49. See A.H. Sommerstein (ed.), Menander Samia (Cambridge,
2013), 101, comparing Com. Adesp. fr. 1001.3 (not necessarily from a prologue).
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to ‘respectable’ married life? Did the play suggest that men should suppress their natural
desires and accept cultural conventions? Was homosexual love seen as a cause of chaos
and confusion to a greater extent than heterosexual love? Is there any special
significance in the fact that the love object is from Cos, or at any rate not an
Athenian citizen, just as so many female lovers and courtesans in comedy are presented
as non-Athenian?42 Is the figure of the boyfriend to be seen as somehow analogous, in
structural terms, to the figure of the mistress or courtesan, as a problematic figure to be
neutralized, removed or rehabilitated via matrimony by the end of the play?

It is impossible to answer any of these questions, but there are, I suggest, essentially
three potential outcomes, all of which would have provided ample scope for comic
entanglement, misapprehension and misunderstanding. First, the speaker eventually
(perhaps with some difficulty) ignored or stifled his desire for the young man and
returned to his wife or female lover. Second, the speaker (perhaps aided by friends or
slaves) eventually contrived a situation whereby he could have both a wife and a
boyfriend. Third, the speaker eventually chose a boyfriend in preference to marriage.
These three outcomes are presented in decreasing order of probability, and the last is
so unlike what we have come to see as the typical New Comedy ‘happy ending’ that
it may strain credulity. But all three find partial analogues in other Greek and Roman
comedies (provided that we replace the word ‘boyfriend’ with ‘girlfriend’). No matter
which one scenario came to pass, the fact that Damoxenus featured a same-sex love
interest in a comic plot at all is remarkable. He explicitly wanted to play around with
the possibility of an alternative to heteronormativity within the world of comedy; to
write a play which tackled the sort of questions posed in the previous paragraph.
This sharply contrasts with all those other plays which relentlessly concentrated on
heterosexual love and marriage and simply ‘swept homosexuality under the carpet’.43

It would be nice to imagine an Athenian comedy that affirmed same-sex love and
avoided a drearily predictable conclusion in the form of yet another wedding feast.
But even if Damoxenus’ play did end more conventionally, with the lover’s passion
for the young man being decisively thwarted or suppressed, this would in itself be
unusual and highly significant, since it would be an otherwise unattested example of
a comedy which set out to distinguish overtly between acceptable and unacceptable
forms of sexuality.

On the basis of current evidence, it would be easy to conclude that such a play was a
one-off, designed to épater la bourgeoisie or to pose a provocative challenge to the
generic rulebook of New Comedy. Perhaps we might treat it as the exception that proves
the rule. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to imagine that in its own time Damoxenus’
play was a unique experiment. Maybe those lost comedies with titles such as
Pederasts and Ganymede (mentioned above) were comparable; maybe numerous
other Greek comedies, of which no trace now survives, were doing the same sort of
thing. After all, many real-life Athenian males in the third century B.C. did fall in
love with young men: when they went to the theatre, might they not want to watch
plays that showed other men behaving in the same way? Why assume that comedy
was so different from other literary genres? Was the heterosexual marriage plot really a

42 Cf. the scenarios indicated by numerous comic titles in the form The Girl from … (e.g. Alexis’
Achaiis, Knidia, Leukadia; Antiphanes’ Boiôtis, Ephesia; Menander’s Boiôtis, Leukadia, Olynthia,
Thessalê, Samia), etc.: W.G. Arnott, ‘Middle Comedy’, in G. Dobrov (ed.), Brill’s Companion to
the Study of Greek Comedy (Leiden, 2010), 279–31, at 318–19.

43 To use Dover’s phrase ([n. 27], 151).
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fixed generic convention? Could it be that we just perceive it as such, because of the choices
made in the process of transmission and reception, or because of the preoccupations and
prejudices of scholars in the centuries following Damoxenus’ heyday? Perhaps there was
originally another strand of later Greek comedy that centred on alternatives to marriage
and a less monochrome view of human sexuality. It is even possible to speculate that this
strand of comedy was deliberately suppressed and quietly written out of history.44 If so, it
is all the more amazing that any of these fragments survived at all. In this respect it is
worth stressing again that the sexual content of fr. 3 was not the reason for its preservation;
Athenaeus quoted the lines to illustrate something quite different. But, as in so many other
cases, the ‘incidental’ or ‘accidental’ details contained in book fragments turn out to be even
more valuable than the details that the quoting author deliberately chose to preserve in the act
of excerption.

Fragments seldom allow us the satisfaction of definite conclusions, and I have none
to offer here. Nevertheless, I hope to have demonstrated that Damoxenus’ fr. 3
constitutes an important and overlooked source for the historian of Greek comedy. I
have also argued that fr. 3 and perhaps some of the other fragments discussed in this
article represent vestigial traces of an alternative, unfamiliar, uncanonical variety of
New Comedy that might have survived and flourished but (for whatever reason) did
not. Whether or not the reader finds this argument persuasive, the fact remains that
the Damoxenus fragment seems extraordinary, if not unique—and this is precisely
what makes it such a good case study for ‘fragmentary thinking’. I started off by calling
this fragment an ‘inconvenient’ piece of evidence, in the sense that it does not fit the
accepted narrative. But unless we simply ignore it, we have to try to account for it
somehow, even if this makes us question our knowledge or rethink our fundamental
assumptions about ancient comedy and society. Such a process can be unsettling,
especially when (as in this case) most of the questions we raise cannot be conclusively
answered. But if it encourages us to see the world differently, then it is worth the effort:
ὁ δ’ ἀνεξέταστος βίος οὐ βιωτὸς ἀνθρώπωι.45

MATTHEW WRIGHTUniversity of Exeter
m.wright@ex.ac.uk

44 In this respect it is relevant to compare the transmission history of Greek tragedy. Love stories
(both heterosexual and homosexual, featuring—inter alia—rape, seduction, incest, ‘romantic’ love and
marriage) originally constituted the single largest category of tragic narratives, to judge by the fragments;
but this preoccupation is not evident from the surviving plays. See M. Wright, ‘A lover’s discourse: eros
in Greek tragedy’, in R. Seaford et al. (edd.), Selfhood and the Soul (Oxford, 2017), 219–42, at 224:
‘Might it be that the more “erotic” tragedies were deliberately excluded from the canon by those who
were concerned to create, by means of careful selection, a more narrowly defined, edited-down
(or “censored”?) version of the tragic genre?’ Cf. (more generally) K. Ohi, Dead Letters Sent: Queer
Literary Transmission (Minneapolis, 2015), 1–23 on the problematic relationship between textual
transmission, cultural politics and sexuality; Damoxenus’ fr. 3 might be seen as conforming to Ohi’s
category of ‘thwarted transmission’.

45 Pl. Ap. 38a. It is a pleasure to thank Hannah Čulik-Baird and John Wilkins for their helpful com-
ments on drafts of this article.
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